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About this book

Playing Tao uses a table of phrases 
taken from the Tao Te Ching. Phrases 
were chosen through dice operations 
and each contains 1-6 words. Twenty 
poems were then composed by 
shuffling a standard deck of cards and 
then, when dealing them out, writing the 
corresponding table-phrase until the 
whole deck had been dealt. Jokers 
were included for use as full stops. 
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D the fruit rather than the flower
curl and you will be straight
knows how to render I do 

not make any fuss a man of tao death
to be wearied entails
because there is no room fine 

weapons of war augur the third is 
not is silent when the great tao
H my words are feminine

clever only simple and quiet 
words will a great wound is healed

I do not know its restlessness 
overcomes cold loves himself drop

is only the flower of do the non-
ado strive a lord thus the sage
S a good fighter is travelling all 
day sees without he is dead he 
becomes therefore they have no 
knowledge ofno amount of words can 
fathom happy blunt all edges 
untie all lightly must be lacking

frugal unite the your 
descendants will carry even
C I do not engage name is 
incorporeal these to admit its point

tao know the white keep to



this is mental sickness only 
when I style it multiply next 
comes one truly too much honour 
means no more taboos and

calamities cultivate it in the 
state

Jokers=full stop
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this is mental sickness only when to be 
wearied he is dead he becomes a great 
wound is healed is silent. I do not know 
its my words are feminine fine weapons 
of war augur frugal only simple and 
quiet words will truly too much honour 
means no no amount of words can 
fathom tao calamities a man of tao thus 
the sage I do not engage name is 
incorporeal these when the great tao I 
style it next comes one loves himself 
curl and you will be straight knows how 
to render is only the flower of the third 
is not the fruit rather than the flower 
entails. Lightly must be lacking your 
descendents will carry even cultivate it 
in the state do the non-ado strive a lord 
multiply sees without clever a good 
fighter is I do not make any fuss 
restlessness overcomes cold drop 
death happy travelling all day to admit 
its point blunt all edges untie all unite 
the therefore they have no knowledge 
of more taboos and because there is no 
room know the white keep to
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feminine the fruit rather than the flower 
tao is only the flower of travelling all day 
because there is no room curl and you 
will be straight your descendants will 
carry frugal thus the sage a great 
wound is healed truly too much honour 
means no loves himself only simple and 
quiet words will sees without even do 
the non-ado strive therefore they have 
no knowledge of to be wearied he is 
dead he becomes multiply I do not 
engage cultivate it in the state this is 
mental sickness is silent death I style it 
next comes one clever a good fighter is 
my words are more taboos and happy 
entails blunt all edges untie all knows 
how to render drop. calamities untie all I 
do not make any fuss name is 
incorporeal these no amount of words 
can fathom know the white keep to 
when the great tao fine weapons of war 
augur. I do not know its a man of tao 
the third is not lightly must be lacking 
restlessness overcomes cold a lord to 
admit its point
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he is dead he becomes your 
descendants will carry a lord because 
there is no room feminine a man of tao 
a great wound is healed frugal I do not 
know its I do not make any fuss the fruit 
rather than the flower knows how to 
render death lightly must be lacking to 
admit its point when the great tao. tao 
happy name is incorporeal these next 
comes one truly too much honour 
means no. multiply no amount of words 
can fathom cultivate it in the state fine 
weapons of war augur entails is only 
the flower of thus the sage sees without 
loves himself unite the I style it I do not 
engage is silent curl and you will be 
straight more taboos and therefore they 
have no knowledge of drop even do the 
non-ado strive a good fighter is only 
simple and quiet words will clever know 
the white keep to the third is not this is 
mental sickness only when blunt all 
edges untie all my words are to be 
wearied restlessness overcomes cold 
calamities travelling all day
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death a man of tao drop next comes 
one entails the third is not he is dead he 
becomes a lord only simple and quiet 
words will tao loves himself know the 
white keep to. this is mental sickness 
only when frugal more taboos and do 
the non-ado strive I do not engage 
name is incorporeal these travelling all 
day blunt all edges untie all is only the 
flower of lightly must be lacking the fruit 
rather than the flower your descendants 
will carry sees without even because 
there is no room happy a great wound 
is healed fine weapons of war augur is 
silent I do not know its a good fighter is 
calamities to admit its point truly too 
much honour means no unite the clever 
my words are feminine therefore they 
have no knowledge of thus the sage 
multiply curl and you will be straight 
restlessness overcomes cold I do not 
make any fuss when the great tao 
cultivate it in the state I style it. knows 
how to render no amount of words can 
fathom to be wearied
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blunt all edges untie all no amount of 
words can fathom do the non-ado strive 
because there is no room travelling all 
day truly too much honour means no 
clever cultivate it in the state to be 
wearied to admit its point frugal unite 
the he is dead he becomes more 
taboos and is only the flower of name is 
incorporeal these therefore they have 
no knowledge of entails the fruit rather 
than the flower happy a lord next 
comes one. I do not know its I style it 
when the great tao a great wound is 
healed fine weapons of war augur your 
descendants will carry knows how to 
render know the white keep to I do not 
engage loves himself sees without 
feminine drop is silent multiply a good 
fighter is a man of tao this is mental 
sickness only when death calamities. I 
do not make any fuss restlessness 
overcomes cold my words are curl and 
you will be straight even only simple 
and quiet words will thus the sage tao 
the third is not lightly must be lacking
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multiply happy know the white keep to 
feminine I style it the third is not 
therefore they have no knowledge of 
fine weapons of war augur a lord more 
taboos and drop I do not engage I do 
not know its thus the sage a good 
fighter is is silent because there is no 
room is only the flower of entails lightly 
must be lacking he is dead he becomes 
next comes one tao knows how to 
render. blunt all edges untie all a great 
wound is healed your descendants will 
carry loves himself the fruit rather than 
the flower my words are frugal curl and 
you will be straight no amount of words 
can fathom even name is incorporeal 
these when the great tao death I do not 
make any fuss. only simple and quiet 
words will cultivate it in the state to be 
wearied restlessness overcomes cold 
this is mental sickness only when 
calamities to admit its point unite the 
travelling all day truly too much honour 
means no clever a man of tao do the 
non-ado strive sees without.
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. more taboos and know the white keep 
to a great wound is healed is silent no 
amount of words can fathom even blunt 
all edges untie all he is dead he 
becomes this is mental sickness only 
when when the great tao drop lightly 
must be lacking curl and you will be 
straight knows how to render I style it 
fine weapons of war augur only simple 
and quiet words will I style it loves 
himself cultivate it in the state a good 
fighter is feminine a lord truly too much 
honour means no next comes one thus 
the sage I do not make any fuss your 
descendants will carry my words are 
death. because there is no room he is 
dead he becomes do the non-ado strive 
to admit its point is only the flower of 
unite the entails the third is not the fruit 
rather than the flower calamities I do 
not know its frugal travelling all day tao 
sees without I do not engage clever a 
man of tao name is incorporeal these 
restlessness overcomes cold happy to 
be wearied
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cultivate it in the state only simple and 
quiet words will know the white keep to 
death do the non-ado strive my words 
are because there is no room I style it I 
do not know its thus the sage drop 
calamities a great wound is healed the 
third is not fine weapons of war augur 
tao a good fighter is the fruit rather than 
the flower loves himself to admit its 
point unite the and is only the flower of 
feminine therefore they have no 
knowledge of a lord blunt all edges 
untie all name is incorporeal these. I do 
not engage travelling all day frugal 
multiply clever a man of tao even truly 
too much honour means no happy sees 
without curl and you will be straight no 
amount of words can fathom when the 
great tao calamities to be wearied he is 
dead he becomes next comes one 
knows how to render restlessness 
overcomes cold. more taboos and 
entails I do not make any fuss is silent 
this is mental sickness only when lightly 
must be lacking
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the third is not entails feminine to be 
wearied. know the white keep to fine 
weapons of war augur more taboos and 
a great wound is healed no amount of 
words can fathom travelling all day is 
silent I do not make any fuss knows 
how to render curl and you will be 
straight the fruit rather than the flower 
truly too much honour means no when 
the great tao happy lightly must be 
lacking a good fighter is I do not know 
its sees without drop only simple and 
quiet words will is only the flower of 
cultivate it in the state. name is 
incorporeal these multiply because 
there is no room loves himself I style it 
even your descendants will carry unite 
the my words are restlessness 
overcomes cold calamities I do not 
engage thus the sage a lord do the 
non-ado strive he is dead he becomes 
death a man of tao tao this is mental 
sickness only when to admit its point 
next comes one therefore they have no 
knowledge of frugal clever blunt all 
edges untie all
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death truly too much honour means no 
do the non-ado strive next comes one 
know the white keep to I do not make 
any fuss. curl and you will be straight I 
do not engage a good fighter is 
restlessness overcomes cold multiply I 
style it knows how to render fine 
weapons of war augur clever this is 
mental sickness only when no amount 
of words can fathom only simple and 
quiet words will blunt all edges untie all 
I do not know its a man of tao name is 
incorporeal these. drop when the great 
tao the third is not your descendants 
will carry even thus the sage feminine a 
lord happy my words are entails 
travelling all day I do not make any fuss 
sees without is silent therefore they 
have no knowledge of because there is 
no room lightly must be lacking to admit 
its point more taboos and a great 
wound is healed cultivate it in the state 
frugal unite the he is dead he becomes 
the fruit rather than the flower loves 
himself calamities is only the flower of 
to be wearied
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clever I do not engage. this is mental 
sickness only when fine weapons of 
war augur. a man of tao truly too much 
honour means no lightly must be 
lacking is silent next comes one only 
simple and quiet words will feminine 
frugal entails I style it blunt all edges 
untie all I do not know its multiply to 
admit its point he is dead he becomes 
sees without curl and you will be 
straight a good fighter is the fruit rather 
than the flower no amount of words can 
fathom because there is no room the 
third is not more taboos and to be 
wearied cultivate it in the state a lord I 
do not make any fuss name is 
incorporeal these tao drop do the non-
ado strive death thus the sage your 
descendants will carry even happy 
when the great tao travelling all day a 
great wound is healed restlessness 
overcomes cold knows how to render 
calamities know the white keep to 
therefore they have no knowledge of 
unite the loves himself is only the flower 
of my words are
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clever sees without calamities the fruit 
rather than the flower death entails a 
lord unite the multiply my words are tao. 
is silent curl and you will be straight he 
is dead he becomes more taboos and 
next comes one I do not make any fuss 
feminine even cultivate it in the state a 
good fighter is I do not engage to admit 
its point happy frugal your descendants 
will carry restlessness overcomes cold 
a great wound is healed therefore they 
have no knowledge of drop I do not 
know its lightly must be lacking. do the 
non-ado strive thus the sage name 
incorporeal these a man of tao I style it 
fine weapons of war augur because 
there is no room truly too much honour 
means no when the great tao loves 
himself is only the flower of only simple 
and quiet words will know the white 
keep to to be wearied this is mental 
sickness only when the third is not 
knows how to render blunt all edges 
untie all travelling all day knows how to 
render
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. even your descendants will carry is 
silent this is mental sickness only when 
to be wearied thus the sage happy 
more taboos and calamities name is 
incorporeal these only simple and quiet 
words will the third is not frugal sees 
without clever multiply truly too much 
honour means I do not engage the fruit 
rather than the flower I do not know its 
cultivate it in the state entails drop 
therefore they have no knowledge of 
unite the curl and you will be straight 
feminine fine weapons of war augur a 
lord is only the flower of my words are a 
great wound is healed death I do not 
make any fuss blunt all edges untie all 
tao when the great tao to admit its point 
a man of tao do the non-ado strive 
because there is no room next comes 
one a good fighter is knows how to  
render restlessness overcomes cold I 
style it know the white keep to travelling 
all day no amount of words can fathom 
he is dead he becomes loves himself. 
lightly must be lacking
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restlessness overcomes cold to admit 
its point thus the sage a lord loves 
himself I do not make any fuss 
therefore they have no knowledge of a 
good fighter is more taboos and even 
next comes one the fruit rather than the 
flower. when the great tao sees without 
this is mental sickness only when my 
words are entails because there is no 
room drop tao unite the happy. 
calamities curl and you will be straight 
do the non-ado strive cultivate it in the 
state the third is not truly too much 
honour means no knows how to render 
a man of tao a great wound is healed is 
only the flower of I style it feminine 
clever I do not engage your 
descendants will carry blunt all edges 
untie all he is dead he becomes fine 
weapons of war augur death lightly 
must be lacking travelling all day to be 
wearied multiply name is incorporeal 
these is silent I do not know its frugal 
only simple and quiet words will no 
amount of words can fathom know the 
white keep to
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frugal a lord cultivate it in the state I do 
not make any fuss name is incorporeal 
these this is mental sickness only when 
feminine a good fighter is drop the fruit 
rather than the flower more taboos and 
your descendants will carry he is dead 
he becomes my words are calamities 
restlessness overcomes cold the  third 
is not knows how to render thus the 
sage travelling all day happy is only the 
flower of death is silent because there 
is no room only simple and quiet words 
will lightly must be lacking when the 
great tao to admit its point I do not 
engage loves himself even. do the non-
ado strive to be wearied multiply tao 
fine weapons of war augur blunt all 
edges untie all no amount of words can 
fathom truly too much honour means no 
curl and you will be straight know the  
white keep to I do not know its a man of 
tao next comes one. clever I style it 
therefore they have no knowledge of 
entails a great wound is healed sees 
without unite the
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the fruit rather than the flower is silent. 
even tao name is incorporeal these I do 
not engage a good fighter is 
restlessness overcomes cold fine 
weapons of war augur know the white 
keep to he is dead he becomes 
cultivate it in the state happy knows 
how to render to admit its point do the 
non-ado strive frugal I do not make any 
fuss I style it lightly must be lacking 
calamities therefore they have no 
knowledge of a lord this is mental 
sickness only when truly too  much 
honour means no clever sees without 
travelling all day your descendants will 
carry. feminine because there is no 
room next comes one blunt all edges 
untie all a great wound is healed when 
the great tao curl and you will be 
straight my words are drop unite the 
death more taboos and only simple and 
quiet words will loves himself the third 
is not a man of tao no amount of words 
can fathom thus the sage to be wearied 
is only the flower of entails I do not 
know its multiply
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only simple and quiet words will I do not 
engage feminine calamities to be 
wearied therefore they have no 
knowledge of frugal truly too much 
honour means no when the great tao 
multiply I do not make any fuss know 
the white keep to tao loves himself your 
descendants will carry the fruit rather 
than the flower entails cultivate it in the 
state this is mental sickness only when 
name is incorporeal these my words 
are a good fighter is a great wound is 
healed. a lord I style it blunt all edges 
untie all happy the third is not curl and 
you will be straight clever travelling all 
day to admit its point no amount of 
words can fathom. is only the flower of 
is silent sees without untie the fine 
weapons of war augur knows how to 
render do the non-ado strive next 
comes one lightly must be lacking 
restlessness overcomes cold death 
more taboos and even he is dead he 
becomes drop thus the sage I do not 
know its because there is no room a 
man of tao
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he is dead he becomes blunt all edges 
untie all tao because there is no room 
no amount of words can fathom even 
feminine a lord to be wearied a good 
fighter is do the non-ado strive 
restlessness overcomes cold the fruit 
rather than the flower multiply travelling 
all day is silent my words are sees 
without I style it knows how to render 
untie the frugal. death clever therefore 
they have no knowledge of loves 
himself truly too much honour means 
no calamities name is incorporeal these 
fine weapons of war augur happy only 
simple and quiet words will a man of 
tao know the white keep to more taboos 
and. is only the flower of curl and you 
will be straight I do not know its next 
comes one to admit its point the third is 
not this is mental sickness only when 
your  descendants will carry a great 
wound is healed I do not make any fuss 
lightly must be lacking thus the sage 
entails I do not engage cultivate it in the 
state when the great tao drop
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no amount of words can fathom the fruit 
rather than the flower when the great 
tao thus the sage I do not engage 
clever your descendants will carry 
death multiply sees without only simple 
and quiet words will drop my words are 
name is incorporeal these calamities 
therefore they have no knowledge of a 
lord. because there is no room entails 
more taboos and this is mental 
sickness only when I do not engage 
knows how to render happy feminine a 
good fighter is even I do not engage the 
third is not frugal. lightly must be 
lacking unite the tao to be wearied 
cultivate it in the state is silent a great 
wound is healed to admit its point loves 
himself do the non-ado strive I do not 
make any fuss curl and you will be 
straight I style it blunt all edges untie all 
fine weapons of war augur next comes 
one travelling all day I do not know its 
truly too much honour means no a man 
of tao restlessness overcomes cold 
know the white keep to is only the 
flower of he is dead he becomes
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blunt all edges untie all thus the sage 
death I style it your descendants will 
carry I do not engage to be wearied no 
amount of words can fathom more 
taboos and I do not make any fuss a 
lord he is dead he becomes this is 
mental sickness only when lightly must 
be lacking therefore they have no 
knowledge of travelling all day my 
words are happy the third is not tao 
only simple and quiet words will 
feminine unite the the fruit rather than 
the flower truly too much honour means 
no is silent a good fighter is even. 
cultivate it in the state. because there is 
no room clever curl and you will be 
straight do the non-ado strive 
restlessness overcomes cold to admit 
its point calamities multiply knows how 
to render know the white keep to name 
is incorporeal these entails loves 
himself a man of tao when the great tao 
frugal fine weapons of war augur drop I 
do not know its next comes one is only 
the flower of a great wound is healed


























































